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Experimentally verified protein-protein interactions (PPIs) cannot be easily
retrieved by researchers unless they are stored in PPI databases. The curation
of such databases can be made faster by employing text-mining systems to
identify genes which play the interactor role in PPIs and to map these genes
to unique database identifiers, also referred to as the interactor normalization
task (INT). Our previous INT system won first place in the BioCreAtIvE II.5
INT challenge by exploiting the different characteristics of individual paper
sections to guide gene normalization (GN) and using a support-vector-machine
(SVM)-based ranking procedure. The best AUC achieved by our original system
was 0.435 in the BioCreAtIvE II.5 INT offline challenge. After employing the
proposed re-ranking algorithm, we have been able to improve our system’s AUC
to 0.447. In this paper, we present a new relational re-ranking algorithm that
considers the associations among identifiers to further improve INT ranking
results.

1. Introduction

Protein-protein interaction (PPI) has been studied extensively because of their
crucial role in elucidating signal pathways, controlling central biological processes
such as transcription factors involved in cell division and DNA transcription
(Zhang, et al., 2009), and their implications in a range of human diseases includ-
ing cancer and neurodegeneration (Liao, et al., 2009; Thalappilly, et al., 2008).
To provide efficient widespread access to PPIs information, some organizations
have begun collecting structured interaction annotation in public databases.

In 2009, as part of the BioCreAtIvE II.5 challenge (Krallinger, et al., 2009),
CNIO announced the interactor normalization task (INT), a new task to map
interactor proteins in well-formed full-text articles to UniProt identifiers, and to
rank these identifiers according to their probability of being interactors.
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INT can be divided into two subtasks: gene normalization (GN) (Morgan,
et al., 2008) and interactor protein ranking. GN determines the unique database
identifiers of genes and proteins mentioned in scientific literature. The second
subtask of INT is to rank the normalized identifiers according to their probability
of being interactors. To rank each normalized identifier, most approaches con-
sider two factors: the confidence of the normalized identifier and its interactor
likelihood score.

We introduce a relational re-ranking algorithm that considers co-occurrence
among identifiers. According to (Jenssen, et al., 2001; Stephens, et al., 2001),
co-mentioned genes are usually related in some way. If two gene names frequently
occur alongside each other in the same sentence in an article, they are likely to
have an association and influence each other’s rank. Take a low-ranked interactor
mentioned only twice in an article for example. If both mentions happen to
be alongside the highest-ranked interactor in the article, then the low-ranked
interactor’s rank should be significantly boosted. Using a greedy computational
approach, the re-ranking procedure requires large amounts of computer resources
and time to calculate each identifier’s rank simultaneously and find the best
ranked list. Therefore, to maximize computational efficiency, we implemented
our re-ranking algorithm using dynamic programming.

2. Methods

The well-formed full-text article is pre-processed to resolve the conjunction
problems presented by Ref. 1). After pre-processing, the GN procedure is exe-
cuted.

2.1 Interactor Ranking
We employed a multi-stage GN procedure, which was developed in our previous

work 2). For interactor ranking, each candidate identifier from GN procedure
is ranked by a SVM classifier. For each identifier, the corresponding context
information such as the frequency which the identifier appears in the entire article
and the sections where an identifier appears is used to extract features.

2.2 Re-ranking Algorithm
In order to further refine the ranking results, we created a re-ranking algorithm

that takes into consideration the rank of an identifier and the genes that co-occur
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alongside all instances of that identifier in a paper.
Our re-ranking algorithm accepts a ranked result list of n identifiers, R. In the

following paragraphs, we describe the functions that are used in our re-ranking
algorithm. Table 1 defines the notations used.

association (x, y): The function measures the association between two identi-
fiers x and y within a given piece of text-sentence, paragraph, or entire document-
and returns an association score. We use an unsupervised approach based on
mutual information (MI) 3) to measure the association.

newrank (x,R): For the identifier x, the procedure uses the association func-
tion to measure the association between x and xi, for all xi ∈ R, xi �= x, and
returns a new ranked list NRx.

For an identifier x whose rank is i, x can only determine a new ranked list from
rank i to n. Take a ranked list R of four identifiers w, x, y, and z for example.
For the convenience of explanation, we use w1, x2, y3, and z4 to represent that w,
x, y, z are ranked first, second, third, and fourth, respectively. After employing
the newrank procedure, the rank 1 identifier, w1, can determine a new ranked
list, NRw, which must be one of the following six possible cases: [w1, x2, y3, z4],
[w1, x2, z3, y4], [w1, y2, x3, z4], [w1, y2, z3, x4], [w1, z2, x3, y4] or [w1, z2, y3, x4] if
the scores of the association procedure for (w, x), (w, y), and (w, z) are different
and they co-occurred in a sentence. Consider another case: if two of the scores
were the same, e.g., association (w, y) = association (w, z), NRw could only
be one of the following two cases: [w1, x2, y3, z3] or [w1, y2, z2, x3]. For x2, if
association (x,w) �= association (x, y) and x do not co-occur with z, x only
determines a ranked list from either [x2, w3, y4] and [x2, y3, w4].

whodetermine (x, r,NR): For an identifier xr whose new rank r is determined
by more than one identifiers, the function returns the highest ranked identifier.

Table 1 Notation definition.

Notation Description
R The ranked list generated by the SVM-based ranking procedure.
NR A set of ranked lists which were determined by all identifiers of R.
RR A re-ranked list.
NRx The ranked list determined by the identifier x; NRx ∈ NR.
xi An identifier x whose rank is i. x can be any lowercase letters in italics.
NRx [r] All identifiers in rank r of NRx.

For example, assumed that the identifier w1 determines a ranked list NRw =
[w1, x2, y3, z4] and the identifier x2 determines NRx = [x2, y3, w4], the identifier
y will be ranked third. In this case, whodetermine

(
y, 3, NR[w,x]

)
, will return w

since w’s rank (1) is higher than x’s rank (2).
aggregate (y, r,NR): Given an identifier y, rank r and a set of ranked lists

NR, the function returns an agreement score based on the following equation:

aggregate (y, r,NR) =
∑

x agree (y, r,NRx)∑
x

∑
r′ agree (y, r′, NRx)

where x is an identifier in R, and r′ ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}
In the equation, agree (y, r,NRx) determines whether the identifier y is in rank r

of NRx (return 1) or not (return 0). Therefore,
∑

x

∑
r′ agree (y, r′, NRx) is the

total number of the identifier y appeared in all ranks of NR. svmaccuracy (x):
Given an identifier x, the function returns the INT accuracy of x’s rank in our
SVM-based ranking. The accuracy is calculated based on a three-fold cross vali-
dation carried out on the training set. The score function for x to be re-ranked
r is defined as follows:

score (x, r,NR)
= svmaccuracy (x) × svmaccuracy (whodetermine (x, r,NR))

× aggregate (x, r,NR)
(1)

Given a re-ranked list, RR = [w1, . . . , zn], the score for RR is defined as follows:

overallscore (RR,NR) =
n∏

r=1

score (RR [r] , r,NR)

We can now formulate the re-ranking problem as an optimization problem that
maximizes the overall scores over all possible rank orders:

argmaxRR · overallscore (RR,NR) (2)
2.3 Discussion of Optimization Problem
If the duplication of identifiers in a ranked list is permitted, the optimal

ranked list can be directly found by choosing the identifier with the highest
score value (Eq. (1)) for each rank. However, a legal ranked list cannot have
any duplicates. To avoid duplication, we add a constraint on the score funci-
ton: when estimating overallscore (x, r,NR), if the identifier x has been de-
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Table 2 The newrank candidates data structure.

newrank candidates
A dictionary maps the rank (an integer) to a list of tuples: (id, score, overallscore, from).
The dictionary’s keys are the ranks in the re-ranked list. Values are lists contained tuples in
which the stored information can be extracted by the following attributes:
Attributes
tuple.id: the identifier
tuple.score: the score of tuple.id
tuple.overallscore: the overall score of the ranked list after considering tuple.id
tuple.from: the identifier in the previous rank, which leads the optimal
tuple.overallscore
Methods
nc[key]: Return the list of tuples in nc with key key.
nc[key][i ]: Return the ith tuple in the list in nc with key key.

termined in the previous rank k, the score (x, k,NR) function must return
0 (i.e., overallscore (x, k,NR) equals 0). For example, consider two possi-
ble ranked lists: RL1 = [x1, w2, y3], and RL2 = [x1, y2, z3]. Assume that
overallscore (RL1, NR) > overallscore (RL2, NR), and we now want to de-
termine the value of overallscore function when w is in rank 4, then RL1’s
overallscore becomes 0 because score (w, 2, NR) = 0 and RL2’s score stays the
same. Therefore, even though in rank 3, RL1’s overallscore is higher than RL2,
the algorithm will not choose RL1 as an optimal sub-ranking when considering w

in rank 4. Unfortunately, the duplication constraint increases the computational
complexity of finding the optimal ranked list. In order to find the optimal RL

and avoid computational overhead, we propose a dynamic-programming-based
algorithm.

2.4 Dynamic Programming Algorithm
The re-ranking algorithm starts by generating all possible ranked lists for each

identifier in R. For each rank, the corresponding identifiers and their scores are
calculated and stored in a dictionary-like data structure, newrank candidates

(lines 3–5). Table 2 shows the data structure and its attributes.
The algorithm computes the optimal overall score for each identifier in each

rank, and finds the maximum overall score in newrank candidates [i − 1] in
which the identifier, ID (i, j), does not appear among rank 1 to rank i − 1.
In the following formula, newrank candidates [i] [j].overallscore is shorted to
OverallScore (i, j), which is the optimal overall score from rank 1 to rank i when

rank i’s jth candidate is placed at rank i. newrank candidates [i] [j].identifier is
shorted to ID (i, j), which stands for rank’s jth candidate. The score can be
recursively calculated as follows:

OverallScore (i, j)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

score (ID (i, j) , i, NR) × max

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Overallscore (i − 1, 0)
...
Overallscore (i − 1, k − 1)

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

if i > 2

score (ID (1, 0) , 1, NR) ifi = 1, j = 0

where k is the number of tuples in the newrank candidates [i − 1]. Then it
calculates the score. After all, the optimal ranking is reconstructed by tracing
the “from” attribute of the tuple in the last rank with maximal overall score (the
optimal end) until the value of “from” is None.

3. Results

3.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
The BioCreAtIvE II.5 Elsevier corpus (Hirschman, et al., 2005), which contains

1,190 journal articles selected mainly from FEBS Letters, is used for evaluation.
The area under curve (AUC) of the interpolated precision/recall (iP/R) curve
used in the BioCreAtIvE II.5 challenge is used to evaluate the proposed approach.
The AUC of the iP/R-curve can be found in the BioCreAtIvE II.5 web site:

http://www.biocreative.org/tasks/biocreative-ii5/
biocreative-ii5-evaluation/

3.2 INT Test Set Performance
We first report the BioCreAtIvE II.5 INT evaluation results in Fig. 1, in which

top three teams are showed. Our AUC performance is significantly higher. The
AUC (IASL-IISR) achieved by our system was 0.435 outperforms the second best
team’s top score (Hakenberg, et al.) by 4.125%. In IASL-IISR+Re-rank, the
proposed re-ranking algorithm is added. The Freq is a baseline method which
ranks all identifiers according to their frequency is employed. If two or more
identifiers have the same frequency, three criteria are employed sequentially to
rank them: (1) matches the largest number of our PPI patterns (2) highest
frequently in the Results sections (3) mentioned earliest in the article. Lastly,
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Fig. 1 The results of different ranking approach in INT.

Fig. 1 also shows the average AUC score of all BioCreAtIvE II.5 INT participants
(Average).

As shown in Fig. 1, after employing our re-ranking algorithm, AUC perfor-
mance increases by 1.16%. According to our analysis, before re-ranking, identi-
fiers whose feature values rarely appear in the training set are often incorrectly
ranked because their feature values are underweighted in the ranking model.
However, if these identifiers co-occur with higher-ranked identifiers whose fea-
ture values frequently appear, our re-ranking algorithm is very likely to increase
their ranks. This results in the improved AUC score.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a relational re-ranking algorithm that consid-
ers the associations among identifiers to further improve INT performance. We
formulated the re-ranking problem as an optimization problem and solved it by
using dynamic programming to reduce the computational complexity.

The highest AUC achieved by our system is 0.435 which is the highest in the
BioCreAtIvE II.5 INT challenge. By employing the re-ranking algorithm, the
AUC can be further improved to 0.447. In the future, we hope to integrate
advanced parsing technologies which can extract deeper semantic information
from full-text articles into our INT system.
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